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Introducing a remarkable penthouse apartment meticulously crafted to perfection by the renowned WAF Constructions.

This near new gem breaks free from the ordinary, showcasing an extraordinary level of detail.Prepare to be captivated by

the stunning façade, a true masterpiece in itself, along with the magnificent granite-clad entry foyer that sets the tone for

luxury within this exclusive boutique building.Step into a world of visionary design and spacious elegance as you explore

the light-filled interior. The neutral colour palette exudes contemporary sophistication, complemented by an array of

luxurious features that surpass all expectations.Encompassing an impressive approx. 275 square meters*, the open

floorplan is a seamless blend of living and entertaining spaces. The high ceilings add a vertical dimension, creating a sense

of grandeur. Discover a second living zone, a well-appointed executive home office, and a culinary kitchen that will inspire

your inner chef. Equipped with top-of-the-line integrated Miele appliances, push-and-touch cabinetry, and a striking

60mm solid island bench with a breakfast bar, it's a space designed for entertaining.The master bedroom retreat offers an

expansive custom walk-in robe, a lavish ensuite adorned with natural stone, and tranquil treetop views overlooking

Auburn Grove. Two additional bedrooms share a central bathroom that exudes the same deluxe ambiance as the master

ensuite.Step outside onto the expansive alfresco terrace, where natural elements such as reclaimed Ironbark and Station

pier fins create a unique atmosphere.This exceptional apartment is further complemented by four car spaces, a storage

cage, two Daikin reverse-cycle air conditioning units, LED lighting throughout, laundry facilities, intercom, CCTV, and

state-of-the-art security systems. Engineered Oak floorboards and double-glazed windows add a touch of elegance, while

bespoke joinery and a cozy gas-log fireplace in the living room provide a welcoming ambiance.Convenience is at your

fingertips with easy access to shops, cafes, and restaurants in the vibrant Auburn Village. Auburn Station and trams are

nearby, ensuring a seamless commute to the city. Experience a world of convenience right outside your door.


